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The Prevalence of Pain 
in the United States
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• Pain is the number one reason that 
patients present to their physician. 

• 100 million adults in the United 
States are affected by a chronic 
pain condition. 

• The total healthcare costs 
secondary to pain ranged from 
$560 billion to $635 billion in 2010.
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The History of Pain Management

“Pain is the oldest medical problem 
and the universal affliction of mankind, 

yet it has been little understood in 
physiology until very recently.”  



What Is Pain?
• In 1968, McCaffery defined pain as 

“whatever the experiencing person says it is, existing 
whenever s/he says it does.”

• In 1979, the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) 
introduced the most widely used definition of pain. 

“unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated 
with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in 
terms of such damage.’’
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Acute vs. Chronic Pain
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• Acute: Typically lasts 3-6 months
• Is the result of actual tissue damage secondary to injury, surgery or 

the exacerbation of chronic disease

• Chronic: Persists on a daily basis for a month beyond 
what would be considered necessary to heal the 
underlying injury
• Seems to serve no purpose and is much more complex and difficult to 

manage than acute pain
• Divided into cancer/terminal and non-cancer/non-terminal categories



Pain “Chronification”
• Involves neuroplasticity (nervous system learning and 

adapting) in pain-processing central nervous pathways 
and pain-inhibition pathways

• Changes in several domains:  perception, cognition, 
emotion, attention, learning, memory, motivation

• Pain-processing shifts from pain pathways to 
emotional pathways

• Threshold for nociception is reduced and pain 
sensations are amplified



Review of How We Got Here 
With Opioids
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• Little evidence for the use of opioids in 
the treatment of chronic pain

• Long-acting opioids developed 
and marketed

• Massive increase in prescribed opioids

• Increased addiction to opioids

• Increased addiction to heroin 
(and other synthetic opioids)





Chronic Pain Effects
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• Spiritual
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Emotions & Pain
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• Areas of brain that process psychological pain are activated with 
physical pain

• Emotional response associated with pain is most important factor 
for development of chronic pain



Emotions & Pain
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• Emotions and pain potentiate each other to produce increased 
levels of anguish
• Depression
• Anxiety
• PTSD
• Sleep disturbances
• Substance abuse
• Personality (disorder) vulnerabilities 



Cognition & Pain
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• Pain and cognition share common neural substrates and are known to 
interact reciprocally.
• Pain processing can interfere with cognitive processes and vice versa.

• Clear deficits in cognitive ability in people suffering from chronic pain. 
• Concentration, decision making, forgetfulness

• Chronic pain patients tend to think about their chronic pain, even if 
they are thinking about solutions for their chronic pain.



Spirituality and Pain
• The core of a person’s identity and 

motivation for life
• Why Me?

• Who/What could let me suffer in this way?

• Isolation from friends and family

• No one understands
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Important Note
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• Development of the role of a “pain patient” is insidious 

• Patients are not actively seeking this role and should not be blamed 
for its evolution

• True progress is made when the patient realizes that external forces 
cannot fix them

• They must be ready to play an active role in their recovery
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Pain Recovery
• Holistic; in the truest sense of the word

• Treating the person and not the part 
that hurts

• Reducing the pain is a part of the plan, 
but not the entire plan.

• If a house if on fire, putting out the fire 
is a part of the plan…



Key Elements of Treatment
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• Evidence-based

• Recovery-friendly

• Minimal effective dose

• Individualized and strategic

• Continued care plan (continued engagement)

We Can’t Eliminate Pain, but We Can Reduce Suffering!



Steps in Recovery
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• Patients have to realize that CHANGE is needed
• What they are doing is not working.
• They are committed to changing the way they think and behave.

• Become willing to give up perceived CONTROL

• With guidance, start making behavioral and cognitive changes



• Wean opioids!

• Physical therapy

• Exercise – yoga, stretching

• Acupuncture

• Massage

• Balance of activities

• Medication
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Reduce Pain – Physical

Pain Recovery



• Psychological intervention
• Trauma
• Grief
• Mood Disorder

• Support
• Empathy
• Active Listening

• Motivational Interviewing
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Reduce Pain – Emotional

Pain Recovery



• Education – challenge preconceived notions
• Homework
• Lectures

• Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
• Group
• Individual
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Reduce Pain – Cognitive

Pain Recovery



Give back meaning/purpose and reshape their identity
Patients must make peace with their pain

• Meditation

• Mindfulness

• Group therapy

• Self-help (12-step) groups
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Reduce Pain – Spiritual

Pain Recovery



Pain Recovery
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In an effort to reduce pain, they have learned:

• Self-efficacy – how to become active and engaged in their recovery

• How pain works in the brain – thinking and feelings

• Increase distress tolerance

• Manage emotions

• How to be bigger than the pain

• Life balance

• Connection
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